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atmosphere of Russian bureaucracy, than which no
bureaucratic atmosphere is colder and heavier. And, as
elsewhere, the good scientists are too busy, and the bad
scientists are tc>6 dull, to know much of what is going on in
other laboratories. Accordingly one finds, in a country
where science has proliferated as much as it has in Russia,
many independent laboratories engaged on practically the
same investigations and yet having little or no contact
with one another. In Moscow alone, for instance, work
on food storage is being carried out in laboratories of
the Ministry of Food Industry, the Ministry of Foreign
Trade, the Ministry of Fish Industry, the Ministry of
Meat and Milk, and the Academy of Sciences. In
*pure' science, too, there is no more streamlining or
regimentation than we are accustomed to in the West.
Research on such a specialised subject as the genetics
of the fruit fly is going on in two separate institutes of
the Academy of Sciences, in two separate departments of
Moscow University, in the Pavlov Institute, in the Rontgen
Institute, and in the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in
Kiev. The difficulties in securing co-ordination between
workers in the same field are not reduced by the custom of
every ministry to run its own press and'every sizeable
institute to issue its own publications; and these publica-
tions are not only journals, but trudi—occasional
monographs in which much of the best work appears, and
which almost instantaneously go out of print. Publications
on biochemistry, for instance, may appear from the press
of the Academy of Sciences, any University, the Academy
of Medical Sciences, the Lenin Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, or the Ministries of Food, Foreign Trade,
Health, and Agriculture. Even the title of a journal is
not a reliable guide to the kinds of papers it contains; and it
required a search in several libraries to discover that
in 1944 papers on entomological research appeared in over
200 different journals in the U.SJS.R. The complexity of
the organisation of science in Russia is still further increased

